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From Reader Review The Robber Knight's Love for online ebook

Valentina says

Yes, there are some grammatical and spelling errors. This is a Wattpad book after all. However, this series is
one of my favorite, simply because the characters are amazingly written. Sir Rob has perfected the art of
writing romantic plots and killer characters! This book has it all! Romance, death, adventure, and mystery!

Rana AbouNasr says

4.5 stars

Marian says

I loved this book. Again Sir Rob, you can make me travel to your books and I feel like I am there watching
everything. I love how you portrayed the relationship of Ayla and Reuben, and that even though we know
they are in love you didn't push it but gave them time, cause I mean they are in the middle of war! At first I
was reluctant to read this series but I am completely falling in love with every book. Onto the 3rd book now!

Trish says

Of course the author didn't disappoint with this second installment of the robber Knight series. Great
characters like always, the action was amazing, and the romance side is getting better. I would highly
recommend this series to anyone that loves historical fiction. I look forward to reading the 3rd installment
soon.

Rachita says

An awesome series .... can't wait to start the next book :)

Shreya Shethia says

The Book that I just read was much much much more to my liking than its 1st installment. As the story was
still picking up, the setting was still explained, the characters were still being properly introduced in the 1st
part.
But this book was definitely a wow.
Sir Rob has a special knack of putting all the wonderful elements in his books, such as the right amount of
humor, the exact amount of romance, and the warlike parts, all in completely ridiculous balance. It was



exceptionally brilliant. Nothing goes over board in his stories. There are mentioned at appropriate times with
appropriate proportions.
He is definitely a skilled craftemen when it comes to shaping his characters. He made some brilliant ones this
installment. Both the characters were loveable, and especially the character of Sir Rueben. He is just the
BESTTTTTT.
I didn't ever think I would enjoy the Historical stories as much, but he has definately made me think
otherwise.
Loved the book and can't wait to read the last book of the series.

Milena says

much better than the first book due to the action sequence: I'm not a big fan of historical romance as I do like
women reduced to damsel in distress or ladies who are hard headed and unaware of dangers..naivety I don't
find attractive, however, I do love Sir Reuben's character, he's so adorable and a strong man to admit
surrender to love. Also he's not loaded with guilt or angst...cant wait for the final book.

Marilla Brooke says

Just as good as the first! Hard to find a sequel like this.

Dina says

Amazing!! I don't think I'll ever dislike a book that was written by Sir Rob. Can't wait to read the third book.

I really liked this sequel,you can feel the characters development and again Reuben is still Ayla's knight in
the shining red armor!

Sainee says

Seeing as it is a Historical Fiction Novel, set in the medieval ages, we all know what to expect….
You know, a hot ripped guy on the cover, with his chest and pecs utterly hairless, and only a loose pair of
pants on, to emphasize his package downstairs. The lady on the cover will probably have a contorted face
(either from stepping on a lego or because of her lust-ridden about to explode hormones, I have no clue!) her
dress half falling off as they clutch in a passionate medieval style stereotypical embrace.. Literally every
other cover of an HF story!
But but but...this story is exactly NOT THAT AT ALL!
Instead we have here a headstrong, amazing, beautiful, confident and fearless heroine Lady Ayla, and
incredibly evil, yet cute and ruggedly handsome and extremely bloodthirsty hero (or villain!) Sir Reuben
Rachwild!
The story is incredibly thrilling, with an amazingly unique plot, and even more so, amazing characters! It is
the continuation of an equally amazing series, and is the second volume of the amazing trilogy. Each and
every scene has so much of detail put in!



You feel like you are living the battle around you! Each clash of metal on metal, the spilling of blood, the
cries of warriors, the tactics of Reuben, or the descriptions of fights, makes you feel like you are living the
story in real time! The book is as good as you hallucinating the visuals, it's THAT fantabulously descriptive.
This is the first story I would go to say, has given me the first hand experience of the medieval ages.
Each and every character is utterly realistic, but still maintain their fictional feel. The story doesn’t focus on
the hero and heroine trying to snog out their faces every chance they get. Oh no..the supporting characters
are equally interesting! Right from sassy Burchard to brave Sir Isenbard to the most amazing 5 year old
character in all of literature, Fye!
Since this is an Amazon Review, I shall give a brief description of the product quality too! I was a bit
skeptical as to how it will be, since the last few books from the author didn’t have the cover quality up to
scratch. But this edition surprised me! The paper quality is downright superb! The cover doesn’t crease, and
the book is well formatted! Cheers to the publisher and author! :)
According to me, Ayla not only makes a wonderful character in a book, but also is an amazing inspiration to
this generation! Yes, she may not be perfect, but come on...no one is! Our generation needs an inspiration
and reminder to always kick ass! And Ayla makes a perfect role model for just that! (Just don't make out
with a Robber Knight though! ;)
Special Thanks to Amazon for having my most favourite book delivered in 3 days! :)
I am going to end this by saying thank you to the author for writing such an amazing series, and for giving
his readers a chance to read it!

Charlotte Giordano says

Couldn't finish. Boring and very repetitive.

Tabitha Reeves says

Couldn’t put it down, love this author and eagerly awaiting next book !

Adedolapo Zainab says

I loved Reuben's development.

Joy Nelson says

I love the character development in the middle book of the series. The death of a significant character, the
progress of the love story, and the realization that Reuben is actually a really sweet guy all come together to
make this a thoroughly entertaining read. Plus, Sir Reuben is brilliant. I'd hire him to win a war anytime.

Fadwa Ezzat says



wow ! I usually give 4 stars to what I think is awesome , but honestly, this author is gifted ! wow !


